Custom Lipids

Your partner for high-quality GMP lipids
More than 30 years’ experience with lipid nanoparticles (LNPs)
and other nanomedicines

Genetic technologies are rapidly evolving and have great potential to treat a range of acquired and
hereditary diseases, from cancer and metabolic disorders to infectious diseases. Lipid nanoparticles (LNPs)
are the preferred delivery system in gene therapy because they enable the transport and delivery of a
variety of molecules to cells – including RNA. Consistent supply of high quality lipids is critical to the
development and commercialization of new vaccines and therapies. Working with Evonik as your integrated
partner helps you save time and ensure the success of your project.
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SUPERIOR DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES FOR LIPIDS
We harbor a deep understanding of liposomes and LNPs, including formulation, scale up, and characterization,
and as a result we recognize the crucial role of lipids in these formulations. We support our clients with custom
lipid projects by combining this understanding with decades of expertise in process development, analytics,
scale up, validation and GMP manufacturing. Regardless of your current scale and requirements, Evonik can
support with non-GMP and GMP capabilities from small-scale through large-scale production.
As an integrated solution provider, we combine all of these capabilities in one package.
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A BROAD, FLEXIBLE RANGE OF SERVICES FOR YOUR LIPID DEMAND
Seamless support for your project from feasibility to launch including:
Launch-focused process development

■

non-GMP samples for compatibility studies

for commercial supply

■

cGMP compliant manufacturing at any scale

■

Analytical method development services

■

Established quality systems

■

Identification and characterization of

■

Global regulatory support including DMF

impurity profiles
■

preparation and filing

Extensive process validation and stability studies

This information and all further technical advice are based on our present knowledge and experience. However, it implies no liability or other legal responsibility on our part, including with
regard to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights. In particular,
no warranty, whether express or implied, or guarantee of product properties in the legal sense
is intended or implied. We reserve the right to make any changes according to technological
progress or further developments. The customer is not released from the obligation to conduct
careful inspection and testing of incoming goods. Performance of the product described herein
should be verified by testing, which should be carried out only by qualified experts in the sole
responsibility of a customer. Reference to trade names used by other companies is neither a
recommendation, nor does it imply that similar products could not be used.
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